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Abstract: We present a study on the effect of geometrical variation on electrical performance of a silicon split 
gate flash memory with tapered floating gate structure. Numerical simulation study is performed using 
Sentaurus Synopsis. Fabrication of flash memory structure with various geometry is first simulated and 
resulting structures then simulated for I-V characteristics during program-erase cycles. Hot electron tunnelling 
mechanism is simulated during program cycle while Fowler Nordheim tunneling is used in erase cycle. The 
result shows that thinner floating gate and larger ratio of side gate’s lenght over floating gate’s lenght resulted 
in larger threshold voltage shifting, while optimization between tunnelling oxide thickness and device 
structure is required to achieve larger threshold shifting of the flash memory. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This paper describes the results of a study of the change in the characteristics of a split gate flash 
memory device with a tapered floating gate structure against a variety of structural geometries, 
performed using numerical simulation approach. Fabrication process that resulted in the structure 
is first simulated with variation in tunnelling oxide thickness, floating gate thickness, as well as the 
ratio of floating gate length to side gate length. The resulting device structure is then simulated for 
its I-V characteristics to examine the effect of structure geometrical variation. The result shows that 
these geometrical variations affect the shifting of threshold voltage between program and erase cycle 
of the flash memory. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS  
Fabrication process of silicon split gate flash memory structure is first simulated using Sentaurus 
Synopsis process while varying the thickness of floating gate and tunneling oxide located beneath, 
and the ratio between side gate’s length and floating gate’s length (LSG/LFG). Standard CMOS 
fabrication process is used to create the split gate flash memory while some modification is added to 
create tapered floating gate structure. The resulting split gate structures are then simulated for 
program-erase cycles’ I-V characteristics using Sentaurus Synopsys device. Hot electron tunneling 
mechanism is used in program cycle while the Fowler Nordheim tunneling mechanism is used in 
erase cycle. Trapped electron densities inside floating gate were also examined to analyze simulation 
result. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Left graphic of Fig. 1 shows a typical case of threshold voltage shifting between program (right curve) 
and erase (left curve) process cycle, in this case are for various ratio of LSG/LFG. The result suggests 
that higher ratio that means shorter floating gate will introduce larger threshold voltage shifting [3, 
4]. Since program cycle used in the simulation is the same in all conditions, we assume that number 
of trapped electron in floating gate is slightly similar. However trapped electron density is larger for 
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smaller floating gate as depicted in the right side graphic of Fig.1,  so that change in electric field 
distribution affected by the trapped electron is stronger which resulted in larger threshold voltage 
shifting. A thinner floating gate will result in higher trapped electron density and provide greater 
threshold voltage shifting. 
 
 

    
 

Fig. 1. Left: Threshold voltage shifting for various ratio of LSG/LFG (0,37; 0,50; 0,65).  
Right: Trapped electron density at various LSG/LFG [1, 2].  

 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
The simulation result shows that thinner floating gate and larger ratio of side gate’s length over 
floating gate’s length resulted in larger threshold voltage shifting, while optimization between 
tunnelling oxide thickness and device structure is required to achieve larger threshold shifting of the 
flash memory. Scaling attempt or redesigning of other split gate flash memory can be performed 
based on these results. However, the simulations are performed using standard parameters of the 
materials, processes, and mechanisms. Therefore, some tuning is required to get more accurate 
result. 
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